Mark Pinkham
Ghost in the Machine wrote:
Is Path of The Dragon by Mark Amaru Pinkham a good read? I'm also
interested in Return of The Serpents of Wisdom. Would they be good books to
hang onto?
Pinkham's work is good for a lot of the information, but Pinkham is a Theosophist and
he is attempting to interpret the ancient Pagan traditions through a Judeo-Christian
ideological framework to promote Theosophy. This fails and causes a major
contradiction in his work. There is no "fall" of Sanat Kumara-Shiva in the east where
Sanat Kumara-Shiva is the Maha Deva the highest God. This is something he has
injected in from Christianity. His claim that Sananda is Jewsus is from Theosophy and
Pinkham's claim that Sananda is Jewsus and Sanat is his fallen brother Satan does
not exist anywhere in the original religions in the East. This attempting to promote the
framework of the Jewish Kabbalah which most of Theosophy is built on the concept
with this being the Good Inclination and the Evil Inclination relating to the book of
Isaiah in the Judeo-Christian bible. Which is then expanded out into the SanandaJewsus, Sanat-Satan framework of Pinkham, who does not hide that this is what it’s
based on in his work. He is open about such. In the final understanding, Pinkham is
attempting to recreate Judeo-Christianity with a new framework, which is the goal of
Theosophy. He is promoting a new age Christian doctrine. I don't believe Pinkham is
some nefarious character either. He just does not know any better. This is how the
program of Christianity works on the mind.
Sanat Kumara-Shiva was never a fallen or evil being. When the enemy programs took
over starting with Zoroastrianism they simply declared the Devas, the Gods, to be evil
now and declared Shiva the Maha Deva, the highest God (Deva), to be Ahriman the
evil being, and all the followers of such to be evil. The Yezidhis are open about they
worship Ahriman, and thus Shiva. This is not hidden and it’s documented in the book
Shiva: The Wild God of Power and Ecstasy, by Wolf-Dieter Storl Ph.D., who is a
cultural anthropologist. The Yezidhis just cloaked their Hindu culture in an Islamic
cloak to survive. This is something the Judeo-Islamics stated about Melek Taus being
a fallen angel and if the Yezidhis challenged this and stated that, no, Melek Taus is
God and not fallen, and Allah is false they would have been wiped out. The Yezidhi
Sufis all traveled east to Sri Lanka to the city of Sanat Kumara to practice and be
taught spiritual knowledge from Hinduism without having to worry about the Muslims.
They didn't travel to Mecca. There is no fallen peacock angel. That is why further east,
where the Judeo-Islamics never conquered, there is no fallen Sanat Kumara-Shiva.
Theosophy is the Christian psychic virus mutating into the new age. Pinkham needs to
deprogram from Jewish Christianity and wake up.
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